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Wix and Student Presentations

- It is fast and easy to create content
- Allows users to utilize free design templates or create from scratch

Key Beat Terminology

Beat Generation
The time period between 1947 and 1958 that shaped the Beatnik movement. These people wore regular clothes of the time and partook in poetry and music.

Beatnik
Created in the later 1950s, these people wore the black clothes, had sleek hair, and an existentialist life perspective. One influence of beauty can be singer Juliette Greco.

What is Wix?
- Wix is a free website building platform

Student Benefit
- Digital Portfolio
- Free Service
- Good for All Skill Levels

Creators

Allen Ginsberg
Jack Kerouac
William S. Burroughs
Neal Cassady

Click HERE to access the website

“As someone who has never created a website, this platform was incredibly simple to use, and I was able to make a full project with ease.”

Paid Plan Items Include:
- Removing Wix advertisements
- Custom domain
- Calendars
- View Trackers